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Pair production as a branch of synchrotron

Aharonian &
Plyasheshnikov
2003

γe(B/Bcrit)

Magnetic field given by laser

Oscillation in laser gives Lorentz factor γe

PERSPECTIVE ON PAIR PRODUCTION

Not this simple!

Schwinger field
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laser, I>2x1029Wcm-2 electron at rest
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laser, I>5x1023Wcm-2 electron at rest laser, I>5x1023Wcm-2



Analytic solution for
two counter-propagating beams

Equal intensity
Circular polarisation
Nodes where B=0
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Electron motion at B=0 node of standing wave
circular polarisation

Medium intensity
Small radiation reaction

High intensity
Large radiation reaction

Equivalent to motion in mag field (synchrotron)
Use Erber (1966) cross-sections:  pair production

SPECIAL CASE:  solved analytically









Counter-propagating circularly polarised beams
Electron motion at B=0 node of standing wave

η = γ|E+vxB|perp /Ecrit

τtr = number of pairs produced per electron 
per laser period by trident process

Bell & Kirk, PRL 2008





Counter-propagating circularly polarised beams
Electron motion at B=0 node of standing wave

Nγ = number of photons produced per 
electron per laser period

χ = equivalent for photons of η

τ = photon optical depth in one wavelength

N+/- = number of pairs produced per electron
per period in 1µm3 plasma

Bell & Kirk, PRL 2008



V/m103.1or  GG   104.4 184 ×>×> EB ee γγHow to satisfy

laser, I>2x1029Wcm-2 electron at rest

laser, I>5x1023Wcm-2 electron at rest laser, I>5x1023Wcm-2

laser, I>5x1023Wcm-2

Standing wave 
in plasma corona



Particle-in-cell modelling of laser-plasma interactions

Paul Gibbon (PRL, 1992)

Wilks et al (PRL, 1992)



PRE 74 046404 (2006)
Reflected laser waveform contains spikes

Spikes seen as high harmonics

Reflected laser beam highly distorted (Baeva et al)





Next generation lasers enter radiation-dominated, pair-production regime

Answer real questions about astrophysics: pulsar /AGN winds

Connects plasma physics with non-linear QED

Probe radiation losses short of radiation-dominated regime 
Spectrum/direction of 10-100MeV photons

Need to integrate with PIC simulation

CONCLUSIONS

See poster by John Kirk
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